In vitro selection and characterization of Bcl-X(L)-binding proteins from a mix of tissue-specific mRNA display libraries.
The covalent coupling of an mRNA to the protein that it encodes (mRNA display) provides a powerful tool for analysis of protein function in the post-genomic era. This coupling allows the selective enrichment of individual members from libraries of displayed proteins and the subsequent regeneration of an enriched library using the RNA moiety. Tissue-specific libraries from poly(A)(+) mRNA were prepared by priming first and second strand cDNA synthesis with oligonucleotides containing nine random 3' nucleotides, the fixed regions of which encoded the requisite sequences for formation of mRNA display constructs and a library-specific sequence tag. Starting with a pool of uniquely tagged libraries from different tissues, an iterative selection was performed for binding partners of the anti-apoptotic protein Bcl-X(L). After four rounds of selection, the pool was deconvoluted by polymerase chain reaction amplification with library-specific primers. Subsequent clonal sequence analysis revealed the selection of three members of the Bcl-2 family known to bind to Bcl-X(L). In addition, several proteins not previously demonstrated to interact with Bcl-X(L) were identified. The relative binding affinities of individual selected peptides were determined, as was their susceptibility to competition with a BH3 domain peptide. Based on these data, a putative BH3 domain was identified in most peptides.